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Strategic options for firms in declining industries 
A Case study of Finnish Newspaper Industry 1990-1997

Tutkielman tavoitteet

Tutkielman tavoitteena on selvittää laskevalla toimialalla toimivan yrityksen 
strategiavaihtoehtoja.

Lähdeaineisto ja tutkimustapa

Lähdeaineistona on käytetty suomalaista sanomalehdistöä vuosina 1990-1997. 
Toimialan kehittyminen tutkimusajanjaksona on kuvattu, valitut yrityksen on 
ryhmitelty poikkeavien strategioidensa mukaisiin ryhmiin. Sekä ryhmiä että 
yrityksiä on tutkittu niiden käyttäytymisen pohjalta. Tutkimusaineisto perustuu 
toimialan johtohenkilöiden haastatteluihin, tutkimusjakson Suomen Lehdistö - 
lehden materiaaliin ja tutkijan kokemukseen toimialasta. Tutkimuksessa on pyritty 
huomioimaan alan viimeisin tieto. Näkökulma on ajassa toimivan johtajan 
näkökulma.

Tulokset

Tutkimuksessa on kehitetty malli, jossa on kaksi strategista ulottuvuutta: laskevan 
toimialan kilpailutilanne ja ydinkyvykkyyksien käyttökelpoisuus. Näiden 
ulottuvuuksien tarkastelu auttaa ymmärtämään yritysten toisistaan poikkeavia 
strategiavalintoja.

Mallin avulla tutkija ymmärsi, ettei yrityksen välttämättä tarvitse jäädä laskevan 
toimialan vangiksi sekä miten ydinkyvykkyyksien kehittäminen kypsän ja laskevan 
toimialan tilanteessa on olennainen osa liiketoiminnan jatkuvuuden turvaamista.

Avainsanat

Laskevat toimialat, strategia, sanomalehdistö
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1. Introduction: Industry life cycles, industry decline, and the 

industry concept

“The principal purpose of a firm is not to make profit - full stop. It is to make a 

profit in order to continue to do things or make things, and to do so even better 

and more abundantly. ” (Charles Handy 1995 p. 61)

Generally an industry has a life cycle. However, this life cycle is not destiny but 

self-made. Firms in an industry develop and grow with the industry and start to 

think in the similar way as the industry; that is, like each other. Environmental 

changes like shift in demand, changes in demographic distribution and other 

industries’ development eventually drive an industry to maturity and finally to 

decline. However though a firm’s life cycle is generally within that of the 

industry’s, this should not restrict the firm. The decline of industry does not have 

to be the firm’s destiny. Firms and industries can, and have in some cases been, 

rejuvenated by questioning some of the basic assumptions of the industry.

The beginning of an industry is the time of experimentation. This is followed by 

competition for the winning formula. When the industry competes for the winning 

formula the competition is based on environmental constraints like level of 

technology or demographic distribution present at that time. These constraints 

define what formulas are possible. The industry will then stabilise as one of the 

competing formulas will become the dominant industry concept. This concept will 

from there onwards be based on some of the environmental constraints present 

when the concept was defined. Other formulas are more or less abandoned not 

only at that point, but in the future as well. This remaining formula represents 

industry and marketwide agreement about the product concept (Rosenkopf &
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Tushman 1994 in Ainamo 1996)1. Environmental changes may deteriorate the 

original concept’s competitive advantage over other industries competing for the 

same customers and drive the industry to decline. It is also possible that industry’s 

market will become saturated and that industry’s sales will drop as sales shift from 

new sales to replacement sales which, in turn, fail to make up volumes that make 

profitable existence possible.

However, when the industry’s growth slows down or turns to decline, it does not 

necessarily mean that the industry as a whole has deterministically reached maturity 

or decline, only that the refinement and elaboration of its concept has. In other 

words, the concept has become configured to a degree of optimality where its 

shortcomings have become apparent and there is a need for a new concept . In 

other words, the decline of the original concept demands that a new concept 

providing better profitability be developed.

When there has been environmental changes that may have changed the constraints 

behind the industry’s concept there is possibility that the new concept providing 

better profitability can be found. If there are firms that see this opportunity and 

choose to act, the industry or part of it will move to a phase of competing for the 

next winning formula which will then develop to the next concept of the industry. 

This kind of a dynamic process can in principle continue from one concept to the 

other for centuries.

1.1 Purpose of the Study

Even at the risk of appearing simplistic, the purpose of this study is to propose a 

simple model for firms in declining industries for choosing strategy. In this study

1 The industry concept is thus close to that of dominant design in product level, which is defined 

as industry and marketwide agreement about the product concept and how it is configured. 

(Rosenkopf & Tushman 1994 in Ainamo 1996)
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we try to find out when should a firm choose to stay in the industry of declining 

demand and when should it try to make to a another concept.

The model or its ability to provide useful insights is explored in the case of Finnish 

newspaper industry, an industry that can be said to have been declining in the 

1990’s as aggregate circulation and the number of newspapers have declined. 

Interestingly for our purpose, firms in this industry have chosen quite different 

strategies when compared to each other.

1.2 Approach and Method

The evidence for the empirical part of the study is based largely on information 

from Suomen Lehdistö -magazine published by The Association of Finnish 

Newspapers. Additional views and structure of the industry have been acquired 

when working as the managing director of a major news agency. There have been 

informal discussions with Editors in Chief, managing editors, managing directors, 

technology directors and journalists in most Finnish newspaper publishers as well 

as in domestic and international news agencies over the period of two years; that 

is, the period of the research period.

1.3 Definitions of key terms used in the study

1.3.1 Industry

In this study industry is seen as the group of firms producing products (or services) 

that are close substitutes for each other (Porter 1980 p. 5). The definition accepts 

that industries will change as new technologies emerge, new entrants and exits 

happen and the border between suppliers and the industry as well as between the 

industry and clients moves. An industry can take different form, it can split to new 

industries or it can merge with other industries. Our definition of industry is 

therefore a snapshot of the situation even though the industry, in reality, is 

constantly on the move by five competitive forces: potential entrants, buyers,
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substitutes, suppliers and industry competition (of Porter 1980). It is important to 

notice that industries compete for the same buyers’ different resources and needs 

satisfaction. For example, a client can save on food bills in order to buy a 

computer. Holiday solutions are offered by travel agencies or boat manufacturers.

1.3.2 Industry decline

“Declining industries were once growth industries, but today demand for their 

products has been shrinking absolutely for a prolonged period.” (Harrigan 1980). 

An industry can also be seen declining when its growth rate is below that of other 

industries.

1.3.3 Concept

In this study the term concept refers to definition of the industry at a certain time 

by the managers of the firms participating in the industry. The analogue of our 

concept on the industry level can be compared to the dominant design in product 

level, which is industry and marketwide agreement about the product concept 

(Rosenkopf & Tushman 1994 in Ainamo 1996). To understand a current concept 

the beliefs, values and skills that are common to the members of a group of firms 

producing close substitutes to each other’s product are important. These are 

formed due to a common history or background of the firms of the industry or 

common technology.

Thus, the term industry is an external definition which defines what firms are in the 

industry. The term concept is an internal definition defining why these firms are in 

the industry. As industry’s concept changes also the industry can change, and visa

versa.
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1.4 Outline of the Study

This study consists of 5 chapters. Chapter 2 represents the theoretical part of the 

study. The previous research of the subject is discussed and the model for the 

study is represented. In Chapter 3 the methods of the study are introduced. Finnish 

newspaper industry’s recent history from 1990 to date (1997) is outlined in 

Chapter 4. The different strategies chosen by Finnish newspaper firms are 

discussed in Chapter 5 which also concludes. In Appendix A the classification of 

Finnish newspapers is represented to help understand the industry.
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2. Strategies in Declining Industries

The problem of declining industries from an individual firm’s point of view have 

been studied from different angles by many scholars. Competitive strategists have 

concentrated to the competitive environment of declining industries, financiers 

view the problem from investment strategy’s point of view and rejuvenators study 

the problem by how a firm can rejuvenate.

Porter (1980) and Harrigan (1980) have studied the problem from competitive 

strategy’s point of view concentrating to what strategy a firm should choose and 

how the competitive environment should be analysed. Their focus is on how to 

compete and when to exit, but not where to exit. However, their contribution is 

nonetheless important, but not comprehensive.

An other view to this problem is provided by financiers who view firm’s businesses 

as a portfolio of businesses. They concentrate on how to keep this portfolio on 

balance for growth, profitability and cash flow. The concept of portfolio 

management have been made popular by Boston Consulting Group (see e.g. Kotler 

1988); diversification is suggested. However, the trend has been away from 

multibusiness to single business: many diversification efforts have failed. 

Financiers’ approach does not suit well to single business firms with no 

diversification plans, which is our main focus. However, the financiers’ view will 

contribute to our theory in ways that will be made clear later in this thesis.

A third viewpoint has been taken by the rejuvenators (e.g. Hamel & Prahalad 

1994, Baden-Fuller & Pitt 1996). They suggest that a firm should not only 

concentrate on competition in the industry but the firm should have foresight of 

how the industry and nearby industries are developing and that this foresight in the 

form of vision should be backed up by developing competencies relevant to this 

foresight. These rejuvenators view the problem from a firm’s point of view as an 

individual survival act. Their view does not provide enough answers how this 

should work on industry scale, which is why the two first respectives are needed.
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2.1 The concept shift process

Yet tliis does not change that industries have different possibilities to see and to 

accept changes in the environment that affect their industry. Their ability to see 

changes depends for example on industry’s common history and traditions; the 

history of industry’s competition; industry’s structure and acts, strategies and 

innovativeness of individual firms.

The firms of in any particular industry have different possibilities to see the 

possibility of a new concept and to make the transition which includes competing 

for the winning formula and then organising around the next concept based on that 

winning formula. The firms have different strategies, different cultures and 

traditions, different histories and beliefs and also different resources, both 

intellectual and financial. All these affect the ability to see and to make the 

transition.

There are differences between firms in their eagerness to find the next concept. 

Reasons not to search or find might be inability to see the possibilities, the lack of 

resources required for change, lock-in to its current strategy for some reason, or 

different opinion about the possibilities of the new or previous concept.

It is possible that the previous concept will still provide some firms with interesting 

and developing markets and the new concept attracts only those firms with better 

possibilities, less demand or growth orientation. Sometimes the possibility of the 

next concept can be shown to the industry only by a new entrant, which enters 

using different strategy and which defines industry differently. Thus, the industry 

can, at least for a transition period, split to the firms building incrementally on the 

previous concept and to others building experimentally on a new concept.

As the second phase of an industry is the time of experimentation, the next phase is 

for optimisation. In this phase, as the concept has become accepted by industry and 

marketwide agreement as being dominant, flexibility is replaced in the industry by 

the ability to produce, deliver, and to produce efficiently and expansively.
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Organisation is optimised for the particular industry concept by not only finding 

the most efficient distribution channels and production methods including special 

machinery and production plants but also by optimising the organisation structure. 

This optimisation is important in order to be competitive, but at the same time the 

firm loses flexibility and ability to see changes.

Exhibit (2.1) illustrates how industry concepts change when an industry gets older.

Extend of 
the industry

Age of the industry

Exhibit 2.1: An industry ’s life cycle running over multiple concepts: how industry 

concepts change into new ones.

1) Decline of a concept

An industry concept begins to loose its momentum. The industry’s growth 

rate slows down and the endgame begins. Some firms may have already 

began the process of getting ready for the new concept experimentation by 

building competencies (a).

When industry turns from maturity to decline, firms start to redefine their 

strategies for decline. Firms will have the following strategy options in 

decline: leadership, niche, harvest and divest quickly (Porter 1980, p. 267). 

With a leadership strategy firms aim for dominant position by differentiation 

or cost strategies in the declining market. The leadership strategy is usually 

an invest more strategy as a firm aiming for dominant position usually helps
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others to get out by acquisitions. The firms using a niche strategy on the 

other hand are after a profitable and easy to defend niches on the market. In 

harvest strategy a firm will disinvest orderly and quietly as in divest quickly 

a firm will sold or close down the business. All these strategies will lead to 

exit sooner or later as the decline continues and the market will become 

small even for the leader.

For a diversified firm it is a question of portfolio management. But for a 

single business firm it is the end of the road. With the termination of the 

business the firm ceases to exist or with the liquidation the firm turns to a 

hollow firm with money but no business.

2) Next concept experimentation

As the decline of the concept becomes widely accepted in the industry, the 

search for exit routes begins. Some firms chooses to play the endgame and 

stay in the current concept (b) while some are experimenting with new 

potential concepts.

Exiting generally means from the firm’s point of view that its business in a 

declining industry has to be terminated or discontinued. The situation is 

different for multibusiness firm, subsidiary of a diversified firm or a single 

business firm. A multibusiness firm will close down or sell one of its 

businesses, but the best assets as well as best employees can be transferred 

to other businesses. A new concept can be found and transition made so 

that the firm will be able to transfer most of its organisation, competencies 

and human resources without losing momentum.

At first the number of competing concept candidates will increase but soon 

some concepts will turn out to be uncompetitive and firms are changing 

their strategies and begin to back up fewer and fewer concepts. Finally the 

competition is between few finalists among which the next concept will be 

found. This happen either by that an concept becomes dominant or that the
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winning concept takes features from finalist concepts and thus the new 

dominant concept is compromise of some of the finalists.

3) Next concept

As it becomes clear that an concept becomes dominant firms begin to 

organise around this concept. This happen by optimising for example 

organisation structure and processes to the new concept. Firm’s bundle of 

competencies are optimised by getting rid of the unneeded ones and 

process innovations becomes important. Finally the new concept gradually 

ferments to a old concept.

2.2 Characteristics of declining industries

Decline of an industry leads to excess capacity that needs to be eliminated by the 

individual firm. Yet the market for specialised capacity is limited and the excess 

capacity might not be eliminatable for acceptable price. The firm cannot realise its 

assets smoothly in the existence of such exit barriers.

In the beginning of decline uncertainty is defining factor. Different firms, and 

different managers, conclude the data available in different ways. What is noise and 

what is meaningful is a key issue. In this phase the firms might act in very different 

ways, although each knows that once the uncertainty becomes certainty about 

industry’s future the behaviour will come more predictable and possibly also more 

similar.

There are number of variables that influence endgame strategy formulation. Market 

(demand) characteristics like reasons for declining demand dictate why and how 

the market is changing. Industry structural traits like economic exit barriers 

influence how the industry would be following the change. Needs of the firm 

exogenous to declining industry like being a single business firm help understand or 

predict decisions of other firms. And the firm’s internal strengths relative to rivals 

in the industry like financial advantages helps predict what is possible for certain
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rivals or oneself over the rivals (Harrigan (1980)). These variables all affects firms 

strategy formulation or help to analyse a rival or the industry.

In declining industries where large number of firms are single business firms, it 

should be expected that these firms are highly committed to the industry as no 

other alternatives are easily available. Also if exit barriers are high, firms are 

similarly highly committed. In the presence of either or both factors, there will 

usually be a bloody endgame.

Industry’s demand is declining because industry’s concept is losing competitive 

advantage over other industries’ concepts. The concept’s competitive advantage is 

declining because either the formula is outdated or the core competencies of the 

industry has lost their advantage and thus the firms of the industry lack the 

competencies to update the formula to a new concept.

2.3 An endgame environment of the old concept

As the new concept is the pulling power the old concept does the pushing in the 

concept shift process. A still lucrative old concept will not push firms to 

experiment with new concepts, although it will provide those experimenting with 

cash flow. An unfavourable competition on the old concept on the other hand 

might not provide the cash flow needed to experiment.

Thus, in declining industries the environment has very important role in defining 

how the competitive environment will develop. The competition in declining 

concept can be called “endgame environment” (Harrigan 1980). Demand for an 

industry’s products is expected to decline or in best case plateau to certain lower 

level. Declining demand will usually lead to excess capacity as possible exit barriers 

keep competitors and capacity in the market.

A declining industry is characterised by reductions in the number of competitors, 

narrower product offerings, the abandonment of small customers and market 

segments, and reductions in competitors’ promotional and developmental
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expenditure (Harrigan 1980). The objection of the endgame from a firm’s point of 

view is to maximise its discounted earnings minus discounted costs including 

income or losses from selling equity, business or machinery.

The endgame will lead to two basic options for a firm: exiting or staying. The 

exiting firms will reduce competition on the market and give more room to those 

staying. The shape of industry life cycle is one defining factor of the endgame 

environment and in what rate exiting will happen or whether there is some pockets 

of demands which will keep some firms in the industry for extended periods.

2.4 Alternative strategies for declining industries

For a firm in declining industry there are basically four different options depending 

the conditions of firm and industry. These are: stay in the industry (play the 

endgame to bitter end), exit, find new concept and diversify or make the shift.

In the case of outdated formula, the industry has the basic ingredients needed to 

the new concept and it is mainly the question of ability to see the new concept and 

to make the change to the new concept.

If on the other hand the reason for the industry decline is outdated competencies, it 

is far more difficult to acquire new competencies. The important question is 

whether a firm’s bundle of competencies or skills is supplemented so that it is 

possible to make to the new concept. Hamel&Prahalad (1994) have suggested that 

it will take several years to acquire new core competencies.

In both cases a firm needs room for manoeuvres. This manoeuvring space is highly 

dependable on firms financial resources and its cash flow.
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2.4.1 Competitive strategies for endgame environment

In declining industry a firm have certain generic strategies to choose from. 

Harrigan and Porter have both proposed in 1980 their set of generic strategies for 

the endgame.

Harrigan (1980) has suggested the following five strategic options for firms in 

declining industries by:

A) Increase the investment (seek dominance): A firm will seek dominance by 

investing for example to production technology that will give it advantage and 

force other that are not so productive out, or buy competitors, their product lines 

or capacity.

B) Hold investment level: Uncertainty is usual in endgame environments. The 

firm will wait until they know which way to chose or the firm is committed to that 

industry and its strategy.

C) Shrink selectively: This is a repositioning strategy. The firm will reposition 

itself to the most lucrative parts of the market and abandon others.

D) Milk the investment: The firm will invest the minimum to keep production 

going. Cash flow out, not in.

E) Divest now: The firm is getting out now.

Porter (1980) has defined four strategies especially for declining industries:

1. Leadership: A firm seeks a leadership position in terms of market share.

2. Niche: The firm creates or defends a strong position in a particular segment.

3. Harvest: The firm manages a controlled disinvestment, taking advantage of its 

strengths.
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4. Divest quickly: The firm liquidates the investment as early in the decline phase 

as possible.

Both Harrigan’s and Porter’s strategies for firms in endgame environment provide 

two option: The firm will decrease its investment level (milk the investment, divest 

now; harvest, divest quickly). This option will lead to the firm having money, but 

no business. Alternatively, the firm can reposition or seek dominance in the short 

term and exit or shrink with the market later (Increase investment level, shrink 

selectively; leadership, niche). This second option will lead to strong or defensible 

position in the declining market in the short-term but eventually a declining firm is 

forced to exit even though the short-term profits may be satisfactory until the end 

of the endgame. Both of these options will eventually lead to exit sooner or later. 

The problem of both Harrigan’s and Porter’s strategies for firms in endgame 

environment is that their strategies does not provide any other options than exiting 

sooner or later.

2.4.2 Portfolio management

The concept of portfolio management and the matrix of a dog, a star, a cash cow 

and a question mark have been made popular by Boston Consulting Group (see 

e g. Kotler 1988).

The underlying idea is that a firm should manage its businesses so that it have a 

balanced portfolio where declining and mature businesses (cash cows) are 

compensated by growth businesses (stars). Both the advantage and the problem of 

this framework is that it requires multiple businesses in different industries that are 

in different phases in their industry’s life cycles.

To rephrase the underlying idea, it is suggested that a firm should diversify in order 

to become less dependent from the declining industry. The problem of 

diversification is that the competencies or resources of the declining industry can 

rarely be used in the new one; the logic between the declining and the new one is
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usually not very strong. Most companies fail in their diversification efforts. The 

diversification is a good option for a single business firm only if there is no other 

possibility for escaping the declining industry or when competencies or resources 

can be readily transferred and used also in the new business.

The firm should be careful not to create a link between the declining and new 

business whereby its strategic options in the declining industry are affected by 

shared resources with the new business in a way that it is difficult to exit the 

declining industry or change strategy.

The growth-share matrix stresses cash flow’s importance in analysing businesses. 

Even though the various tools of portfolio management are of no use for a single 

business firm this emphasis on cash flow as one of the most important aspects in 

analysing businesses is important. In the case of declining industry and a new 

concept a firm needs a positive cash flow from the declining concept in order to be 

able to invest for the search of the next concept.

2.4.3 Strategies based on next concept orientation

As Porter, Harrigan and BGC approached the problem by suggesting when and 

how to exit, Hamel&Prahalad (1994) and Baden-Fuller, C., Pitt, M. (1996) have 

studied how should a firm escape the destiny of declining demand and make a shift 

to the next concept.

The thinking of rejuvenators can be clearly seen in the following quotation: ”In 

short, strategy is as much about competing for tomorrow’s industry structure as it 

is about competing within today’s industry structure” (Hamel&Prahalad 1994).

The problem for a firm in declining industry is that today’s problems of competing 

within ever decreasing market space easily dominates the thinking of management. 

The option should be to emphasise the future and its opportunities as a dimension 

of strategy.
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Shift to a next concept is done according to Hamel&Prahalad (1994) in three 

phases: First competing for industry foresight and intellectual leadership, then 

competing to shorten migration paths and finally competing for market position 

and market share.

In order to be able to make the shift to the next concept industry foresight (with 

intellectual leadership) is needed together with competencies with which the next 

strategy can be made defensible.

Competition for industry foresight is essentially competition to establish one’s 

company as the intellectual leader in terms of influence over the direction and 

shape of industry transformation. Industry foresight gives a company the potential 

to get to the future first and stake out a leadership position. (Hamel&Prahalad 

1994)

In order to migrate the foresight into a position that is defensible, core 

competencies are needed. A competence is a bundle of skills and technologies 

rather than a single discrete skill or technology. To be considered a “core” 

competence, a skill must meet three tests: It must make a disproportionate 

contribution to customer-perceived value (customer value), it must also be 

competitively unique (competitor differentiation) and it must be extendible to new 

products or services (extendibility). It is not an “asset” in the accounting sense of 

word. Competencies do not “wear out”, although a core competence may lose its 

value over time. A core competence is, most decidedly, a source of competitive 

advantage in that it is competitively unique and makes contribution to customer 

value or cost. (Hamel & Prahalad 1994)

What was a core competence in one decade may become a mere capability in 

another. (Hamel & Prahalad 1994). The competence is not anymore source of 

advantage, but has become ordinary bundle of skills or technologies. Like 

competitive advantages also core competencies are going to lose their value. The 

competencies should be used and developed in order to keep and increase value.
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As firms have core competencies, industries have core competencies that make 

them unique over other industries. A core competence that is not nurtured, will 

lose its value. If a firm or a industry is committed to a core competence or 

competencies but is unable to use and nurture it the firm or the industry will be 

loosing its competitive advantage to other industries.

When a industry is declining there are some reasons for this decline and one is lost 

of competitive advantage to other industries because of outdated competencies.

2.5 Summary: Two dimensional analysis of endgames

The endgame environment affects which strategy to choose for the decline. In 

order to escape the decline a firm could develop competencies or transfer existing 

competencies in order to be able to search for and make it to the next concept. The 

ability to make the shift is greatly affected by the firm’s possibility to invest to the 

shift and this, in turn, is affected by the firm’s cash flow from the declining industry 

concept. The previous can be structured by dividing it to two dimensions:

Industries can be analysed by being favourable or unfavourable endgame 

environment. In this endgame firms have good or not so good positions and 

abilities. With this analysis we focus on whether firm has good profit possibilities in 

the endgame.

t
The endgame is unfavourable when there are number of committed players unlikely 

to exit, high exit barriers or low overall profitability of the industry. The position is 

unfavourable when the firm has low market share, is positioned to a unattractive 

part of the market, or it is required to invest in order to be competitive and it is 

unlikely that this investment will be profitable.

The other dimension is whether the firm will have potential or not for making it to 

the next concept. This is analysed whether the firm’s core competencies still have 

value or potential or they are indeed the reason for the concept’s decline.
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Porter and Harrigan can be said to represent an endgame environment -dimension 

and Hamel & Prahalad to represent new concept potential -dimension and, in the 

following Exhibit 2.1, a simplified model of the four strategic options, they are 

introduced one by one.

Endgame environment
+

2. ENDGAME 4. COMBINE

1. EXIT 3. NEW GAME

+
New concept potential

Exhibit 2.1: The frame of reference of this study: four strategic options for 

declining industries.

2.5.1 Exit

A firm finds itself in unfavourable endgame or position and has no potential for 

making it to the next concept. This resembles Harrigan’s milk the investment, and 

divest now strategies and Porter’s harvest, divest quickly strategies.

The firm have number of strategies for exiting. It might enjoy the cash flow by 

slowly disinvesting, it might sell the business or assets immediately or simply close 

down. The timing is crucial. Timing depends about the competitive environment 

and the nature of the business.
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2.5.2 Play the endgame

A firm finds itself in favourable endgame position but no potential for making it to 

the next concept. The firm will try to maximise its profit from this industry. 

Positive cash flow may be invested back to that business to be disinvested later or 

some or all of the positive cash flow is removed from the business to be invested to 

a unrelated business or removed from the firm altogether through dividends or 

other such mechanisms.

This resembles Harrigan’s hold investment level, increase investment level and 

shrink selectively strategies and Porter’s leadership and niche strategies.

2.5.3 Make fast transition to new game

A firm finds itself in unfavourable endgame position but it has core competencies 

that can potentially be used in an other concept. The firm makes fast transition to a 

new concept. This strategy requires high amount of change and is thus very hard to 

do.

This strategy has features of Harrigan’s milk the investment, and divest now 

strategies and Porter’s harvest, divest quickly strategies, but the main contribution 

comes from rejuvenators.
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2.5.4 Combine endgame and new game

A firm has a good or simply defensible and profitable endgame position in a 

profitable market. Its core competencies are potentially useful and a new concept 

can be found. The firm will invest its positive cash flow to get good position in the 

new concept. It will finance the transition with the cash flow from the old business 

as long as the new one requires it and the old one is useful.

This strategy is essentially a portfolio strategy in which the endgame resembles 

Harrigan’s hold investment level, increase investment level and shrink selectively 

strategies and Porter’s leadership and niche strategies and in which the new game 

comes from rejuvenators.
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3. Methods

The approach of this study has been to take theoretical ideas from literature, 

develop them into a proposition or frame of reference of four strategies for 

declining industries, and to explore the validity or ability to provide insights for 

analysing real world cases.

Looking back, the problem of declining industry from a firm’s point of view has 

been a personal interest of mine for the last few years as I was the managing 

director of Pressfoto Ltd Oy, a news photo agency, which was in declining 

industry supplying Finnish news and magazine press.

As I studied some writings about declining industry, most notably Porter (1980) 

and Harrigan (1980), I noted that in most cases it is expected that a firm will 

ultimately exit the declining industry. Then on other writings about rejuvenation, 

like Baden-Fuller (1996), the rejuvenation process was looked from an individual 

firm’s perspective. This still was not what I was looking for. During the last few 

years I have witnessed the transformation of telecom sector, media sector as well 

as information technology sector. As I see it, transformation of each of these 

sectors were not cased by a single company but they were a mass act. Then as I 

added to this whole the product life cycle theory I began to understand that 

industry’s life cycle should be divided into phases, to different times, where the 

game of the industry had certain “rules” different from the previous or the next 

one.

3.1 The research approach

The theory, which at this stage was more like a vision for me and not something 

easily communicatable, needed prototyping against some real world cases. As the 

Finnish newspaper industry was very familiar to me, I started to test my ideas in 

this environment.
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I have been a managing director in the newspaper industry which exhibits some 

characteristics of a declining industry. I wanted to choose a research approach 

which reflects the problems a manager has in a declining industry in general. As an 

academic I can now look backward and make a suggestion how a case should have 

been solved. As a manager I needed to make decisions “now”, with non-perfect 

information like last years data, and often I had to base decisions usually on 

hearsay and rumours. It is always easier to judge when one sees the big picture and 

not just hints about it, and this is easily by hindsight. The problem of management 

of firms in declining industries is that it is very difficult to say when an industry has 

turned to decline and what will happen, but also thus it is less of a problem looking 

backwards in time.

These things said, in this research I try to use information about the past to look 

towards the forthcoming from manager’s eyes. This means that in the research the 

view point is what managers on the industry have seen and the analysis is based on 

the material which could have been collected by any senior manager in the industry 

from public sources and in meetings with managers of other newspapers. In this 

research I try to categorise the different strategies of newspaper firms into the 

framework introduced in the previous chapter.

3.2 Identifying the phenomenon of interest

As I was writing the theory part, it became clear to me that the Finnish newspaper 

industry, even though it is not very good phenomenon to test the theory, still has 

some benefits. I know it very well and can provide valuable insights, also as 

regards changes to next dominant concepts, which are still underway and the 

results of which can not yet be seen. This provides the opportunity to look to the 

problem from manager’s eyes. Manager do not know the future, so he must act 

using last years facts, rumours etc. “data” which is far from valid. The case is not 

solved, i.e. the future of newspaper industry is not yet known and this means I do
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have the same uncertainties and the same meaningful and indifferent data in which 

to analyse as the managers of newspaper firms.

3.3 Methods of collecting data

The data of the case is based mostly on my wide, to a large part subjective, 

experiences as the managing director of a news agency during the period. I have 

had discussions with senior management of most newspapers and newspaper 

groups. Contacts were mostly with managing directors, Editor-In-Chiefs and 

managing editors. Discussions were also with most technical or technology 

managers. About half of the newspapers were visited. In these discussions the 

situation of the newspaper and the industry were discussed. Also, because of my 

family background, I have had access to insider knowledge of printing industry and 

reproduction industry.

Finally, I have collected secondary data from Suomen Lehdistö journal which is the 

industry’s main journal published by Sanomalehtien liitto, which represents almost 

all newspapers. The facts concerning trends and distributions in the Finnish 

newspaper industry are based on Sanomalehtien liitto’s researches published in 

Suomen Lehdistö.

As it was not this study’s main interest, not all exits or acquisitions have been 

accounted for, especially those of the town papers.

3.4 Defining the focal cases

From the Finnish newspaper industry the following four newspaper groups were 

chosen for a close-up view: Aamulehti Group, which is the innovator and leader of 

concept shift; Sanomat, which is the largest group; Ilkka and Keskisuomalainen, 

which represent leading provincial newspaper groups. These newspaper groups 

were chosen because they represent successful newspaper groups in 1997. Also 

enough public material is available because all these groups have made number of 

high profile moves during the period.
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Even though I concentrate to these four newspaper groups, the number of 

companies I have indirectly analysed in this study is larger, because also the 

newspapers acquired or otherwise affected by these four newspaper groups are 

included.

3.5 Data analysing method

The data is analysed by presenting the history of the industry during the research 

period. The firms are categorised by how they have acted publicly during the 

period.

3.6 Strengths and weaknesses of the approach

As this approach is done using on the other hand public, i.e. press, material and on 

the other hand informal discussions with senior manager of the industry, the 

research is not very accurate. The findings are based on news that have been 

published in the industry magazine or have otherwise circulated in the industry as 

informal discussions. These news were not arranged especially for this research but 

followed the logic of the business purposes at hand. Thus they were not in anyway 

structured or comparable to other discussions.

On the other hand this “research method” is the one most managers use in order to 

model their industry. It is in this way authentic, that is, reflective of the way the 

real-world manager thinks and acts. There is by no means one truth and this 

research will not try to be one. It should be expected that the findings are not 

highly accurate, the accuracy of the approach can be analysed later when the 

industry has gone through its turbulence and meaningful data can be separated 

from urimeaningful. Thus, the worth of the study should be measured against how 

useful it is for providing new theoretical or practical insights, not against the 

reliability of the data, which remains open to criticism.
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4. Finnish Newspaper industry from 1990-1997

4.1 The decline of the Finnish Newspaper industry

“A newspaper is a journal-type publication, which is available to all, deals with 

topical, public matters, is charged for in that it is subscribed to or purchased by the 

reader, and appears regularly 7-1 times per week.” (Appendix A, see also 

Sanomalehtien liitto 1997).

The first Finnish newspaper was founded in 1771 in Turku and was published in 

Swedish. The newspaper industry long remained small and there where few 

readers. However, since Finland’s independence from Russia in 1917 Finnish 

media could operate more freely and the number of papers as well as aggregate 

circulation could grew rapidly and steadily, excluding only the years of the Second 

World War, to its top in 1989 as the largest media in Finland with 250 newspapers 

and the size of aggregate turnover of some 4 billion FIM.

There were predictions of the decline of newspaper as a concept when the radio 

was invented and diffused in 1930s, again when the television was invented, and 

when television become popular in Finland in the 1960s. It was again believed that 

local newspaper will lose their market share considerably when local radio stations 

where allowed in the 1980s. In spite of these predictions the industry has grown 

steadily for the last 30 years in circulation figures, in the number of newspapers 

and in advertisement sales. Newspapers did not lose their circulation considerably 

in recessions, although there were declines in advertisement sales. Thus, it came 

then as a big surprise to the newspaper industry when the decline began in the 

beginning of 1990s where there was no clear reason or competitor for the concept.

At that time the Finnish newspaper industry was hit hard by falling circulation and 

recession in advertisement sales. The aggregate circulation of newspapers which 

had grown over 30 years decreased between 1989 and 1995 over 16%. At the 

same time advertisement sales were low due to a recession in Finland. There were
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some bankruptcies, many newspapers were shut down and some acquired by other 

newspapers.

In 1996 there were in Finland 214 newspapers published by 171 newspaper 

publishers still in existence. These were owned by yet smaller number of 

newspaper publishers as some publishers publish under number of other 

firms(publishers) or own other publishers. A newspaper usually represents an area 

surrounding its publishing place and are usually categorised to national, provincial, 

regional, local newspapers (see Appendix A). Evening papers, special papers (like 

financial papers) are separate categories as is town paper, which does not fit the 

description of a newspaper because it is distributed for free.

Most of the newspaper firms usually consists of a newspaper, newspaper printing 

presses and possibly commercial printing operation. Historically also commercial 

printing was printed using newspaper presses. Most newspaper companies used to 

be the leading commercial printers in their area. However, newspaper and 

commercial printing have taken different paths as presses have become specialised: 

for newspaper printing high speed rotation presses are used. These presses cannot 

print to quality paper. For commercial printing quality paper, short print runs and 

flexibility are usually required. Some newspaper companies still have departments 

or subsidiaries for commercial printing, but most have sold their commercial 

printing operations.

4.1.1 Newspaper concept and newspaper industry

Newspaper as an industry provides general public a snapshot of current affairs and 

brings readers up-to-date usually before noon. The industry’s concept of doing this 

has been the form of a printed newspaper, which is exactly how the word 

newspaper is understood. It should be noted that even though the industry’s 

product is paper based this does not have to limit the industry or its definition. 

Newspapers’ value is in the information, not in the media.
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Newspaper industry’s concept from the beginning of 1900 has been printed 

newspaper covering daily issues and delivered home as subscribed or sold 

individually to general public. Before that newspapers have not been published so 

often, also the issues covered were different. Newspaper firms have organised 

around the current concept, i.e. their production processes have been tailored to 

paper based media and hand delivery to homes. Some of the players of the 

newspaper market has background in commercial printing and has diversified to 

content, i.e. newspaper publishing, some have diversified from content to 

commercial printing.

At the moment the concept of printed, hand delivered, paper based media is losing 

ground to other solutions. The pure logistic costs of the media are high, its 

environmental acceptability questionable and its slowness a drawback.

4.1.2 Newspaper markets in Finland

Most newspapers are morning papers. Newspaper markets for morning papers are 

mostly local. Readers usually subscribe the paper their feel local and covers topics 

they are interested in. A free town paper covers small area, in large cities a suburb 

and elsewhere only town centre or a small town in large newspaper’s area, where 

newspapers coverage is not local enough. Local newspaper covers the events in 

the local area but is limited in national and especially in foreign affairs. Provincial 

paper covers well events in its province and the events of the city where it is 

published (usually provincial capital), but it might be limited in specific areas in its 

province. It covers national affairs but usually looks these from provinces view 

point. Currently there is only one major national morning paper, Helsingin 

Sanomat. It covers national and international affairs in depth but does not provide 

local news other than those of the capital area.

From advertiser’s point of view the newspaper market provides different media for 

different type of advertisers depending how large or how widely spread customer 

base they are looking for. A free town paper would be the most cost-efficient for a
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suburban based supermarket which attracts customers only from nearby suburbs. A 

local newspaper would be best suited for shops and supermarkets of the town and 

provincial newspaper would attract mostly large advertisers of the province like 

department stores, car dealers and of course its home town businesses.

Even though there are over 200 newspapers and a large number of free town 

papers any one paper nonetheless usually faces only limited competition of its 

specific area and target group. The only national paper is a leader in the capital 

area and nationally subscribed by those who want to look further than their own 

province. Provincial papers are the leaders in their home towns and are widely 

subscribed in the province. Local papers are the leaders in their home towns. Free
i
town papers, whose editorial content is limited, are the media choice of small 

shops and suburban based supermarket needing cost-efficient way to advertise 

their weekly offerings.

Newspapers can be categorised into primary (ykköslehdet) and secondary 

(kakkoslehdet) papers. The primary papers are leading papers of the province or 

other area in which they are published and are read all over the province. 

Secondary papers are read only in part of the province or other area in which they 

are published. This categorising was made popular by the marketing co-operation 

of primary papers using the term provinces’ primary papers (maakuntien 

ykköslehdet).

The trend has been that the primary papers have gained over secondary ones but 

are challenged by much smaller and local town papers. During the 1980’s local 

papers competed heavily against neighbouring ones near the border of their 

circulation area. Now most newspapers have made peace with the neighbouring 

one and circulation areas are more or less divided by silent agreement.

Newspapers advertisement pricing depends, mostly, on how many readers the 

paper has. A new subscription is in itself unprofitable for newspapers as the 

distribution and printing of an additional copy exceeds the income of this
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subscription. The subscription becomes profitable when newspaper can increase its 

advertisement income with higher advertisement prices and higher volume. This is 

made possible as the paper becomes valuable for its advertisers with its higher 

readership rating.

4.1.3 Suppliers to the newspaper market

Major suppliers for newspaper industry are labour (journalists, printers, 

reproduction professionals, delivery personnel), national news agencies and paper 

suppliers.

As labour is highly unionised in Finland and especially those of newspaper industry, 

wage level increased during the 1970’s and 1980’s, but more important are the 

increase of special holidays, leaves and clear and strict borders between trades 

which has lead to inefficiency. This inefficiency has then been slowly and painfully 

removed during the 1990’s by new technology, new contracts and number of 

layouts.

Newspaper needs news and photo supply from a news agency and a photo agency. 

Suomen tietotoimisto (STT) is the market leader among news agencies. Smaller 

agencies, which have lost ground to STT during the period and many have ceased 

to exist, provide mostly additional service and are thus not a option of not 

subscribing STT. STT is owned by major media companies in Finland. Photo 

agency service was provided by two competing agencies, but since 1996 Lehtikuva 

Oy has had monopoly position in the market, as its competitor Pressfoto Ltd Oy 

went bankrupt in 1996.

Paper is provided mostly from Finnish paper mills. The price fluctuates with the 

world market price. Some papers are using Russian paper which is inferior in 

quality but also considerably cheaper.
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4.1.4 Manufacturing technology of the newspaper industry

The stories for the paper are written by in-house journalists, ordered or bought 

from freelancers or stringers; or taken from a news agency’s service which is 

subscribed. The same goes to photos and graphics. Stories and photos are edited 

by paper’s in-house editors, pages are designed, layouted and produced using 

desktop publishing (DTP) systems by editors or other workers. Advertisements are 

also positioned to pages in DTP systems. Ready pages are then send to printing 

department or separate printing house to be printed. Newspapers are then 

delivered by trucks, cars and people to subscribers. The delivery can also be 

bought from various delivery firms like Suomen Posti or Leijonajakelu.

Newspaper’s major costs are editorial costs, printing costs and delivery costs. 

Editorial costs depend on how ambitious journalistic policy the paper has and the 

circulation they have (larger means more correspondents and offices). Editorial 

costs are mostly linked to wages. Printing costs are investment costs to printing 

presses and paper costs. The current trend to full colour printing has increased 

investments to and renewals of printing presses. Paper costs fluctuates as the 

market price of newspaper paper fluctuates. Delivery costs are depend on 

characteristics of newspapers circulation area but because papers must be delivered 

by hand to subscribers1 doors this is a major cost indeed. The trend has been to sell 

paper’s own delivery department to a large national delivery company.

There have recently been three major investment areas in newspapers: editorial 

production process, increase of colour usage by investing to new printing presses 

or additional colour units to current ones and investments to new buildings.

Newspapers editorial production processes have changed dramatically during the 

last ten years. The process from journalists’ writing to newspaper page has 

previously required number of manual procedures like rewriting journalists text to 

typeset it. All newspapers have invested to editorial production systems and 

education of journalists. Most newspapers have acquired and upgraded their
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editorial production systems several times during the last ten years. In all, the 

editorial production processes have simplified and shortened so that printing can be 

started after couple of minutes after a last minute photo or story have been 

acquired. The reproduction department which was needed before between editorial 

department and printing department has ceased to exist in most newspapers. Most 

of the work is now done by computers as journalists type their stories directly in, 

and editors and graphical designers do the editing using DTP systems.

Most newspapers used to print in black and white with some extra colour to be 

used for advertisements and maybe for paper’s logo. In 1997 most papers can print 

several pages in full colour. Some papers with new printing presses can print whole 

paper in full colour. A newspaper press has several units printing different sections 

of the paper and in each one separate units for each colour for each side of paper 

going through. Depending of the printing press type and make these units may be 

increased and thus increasing the number of pages that can be printed in full 

colour. Some newspapers have recently decided to join their forces and are 

planning or building printing houses which will print two or more papers owned by 

different owners.

During the end of 80’s many newspaper publishers chose to move their operations 

away from city centres to suburbs and large investments were made to buildings. 

Then during the 90’s the trend has turned around and papers are moving their 

editorial and advertisement departments aback to city centres as the need of space 

has decreased due to DTP systems and as rents has gone down.

4.1.5 Competencies of newspaper industry

Newspaper industry’s core competencies over other industries can be categorised 

into three main groups: journalistic, printing and delivery competencies.

Newspapers are superior in gathering news from events or incidents happening in 

their local area. They have access to sources not available to others. Also they
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have good networks to gather information or news from national or international 

affairs. This is followed by the understanding of the needs of general public. 

Newspapers are good in representing general public’s opinion, they also 

understand their audience and can edit the material so that it is comprehensive and 

broad compared to for example TV but at the same time short and easily 

understandable. These journalistic competencies are build into the organisations, 

processes and into the systems used.

The printing competencies include those specific to newspaper as a paper media, 

like prepress or printing. The printing competence is relatively easily acquirable as 

a form of machinery, although high investments are needed. This cannot be said to 

be core competence even though most newspapers have invested high amount of 

resources into developing their printing processes.

The delivery system of newspapers is unique and is comparable only to that of 

Suomen Posti’s. The system to delivery to every home door during the morning 

hours is not easily matched by others, the system needs high penetration, most 

doors need to be visited in order to be profitable. The delivery system can be used 

if competition in postal services is freed up or to delivery yet to be developed new 

home delivered services. Thus the delivery system is valuable asset and some 

newspapers have already cashed in by selling their delivery system out.

4.1.6 Marketing by the newspapers

Subscriptions account for 90 per cent of Finnish newspapers’ aggregate circulation 

(Sanomalehtien liitto 1997). Subscriptions are typically long and made on ongoing 

basis. Subscriptions are marketed by the paper directly, advertising in its own 

pages or on billboards, or by direct mailing. Large number of subscriptions are 

made using agents (“asiamies” in Finnish) and by cold calling using newspapers 

database of former subscribers. Competition between neighbouring paper can be 

fierce in border areas. During the end of 1980’s competition for new subscribers 

was in some cases overheated: new subscribers were offered gifts with value of
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more than the price of subscription. At the moment competition in the border areas 

in general has decreased to such an level that circulation areas can be said to be 

divided by silent agreements between neighbouring papers.

Advertisements are marketed directly to newspapers existing clients. Various cold 

calling and direct mailings are also used.

Ad agencies used to receive 15% discount on advertisement space booked through 

them. The advertisement space was invoiced in its full price from the client and the 

15% was kept by the ad agency. In some cases design work was offered for free if 

enough advertisement space was bought. This 15% discount led to oversized 

campaign plans on the use of advertisement space. The practise was banned during 

the research period.

4.2 Economic Exit Barriers in the newspaper industry

As newspaper markets are not in general declining throughout the world it is 

expected that not-country specific equipment can be sold relatively easily. 

Newspaper markets are still growing in most developing countries. The country or 

location specific assets or equipment are special buildings like newspaper house 

and editorial systems. Outdated equipment which might still have usage value for a 

paper, do not have resale value. This is also the case with some software licences 

which are not transferable. Editorial systems are usually language specific, are 

usually tailored to papers own process flow and to its format and layout.

Newspapers franchise, its name, clients and subscribers, are its largest asset. The 

process for winning hearts of local readers (which is needed to get advertisements) 

is long and very expensive. The franchise is valuable for other papers if 

newspaper’s editorial policy is compatible with the buying one’s own and if 

unneeded workers can be easily get rid off. Newspaper is in most cases published 

still with the same name even though it is acquired by other paper and its content
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might be partly shared. In Finland local editions have not taken over, but 

newspaper groups do have multiple titles.

Editorial productions systems are rapidly developing computer systems and thus 

mostly outdated to be sold in any meaningful amount. The progress in printing 

presses, especially the increasing use of colour has decreased the value of used 

printing presses, on the other hand, Finnish printers usually have much newer and 

better presses than many other printers. Not too outdated press could easily have 

long life in somewhere outside Europe.

However, most newspaper companies are owned by local investors. This 

investment was not made purely as a investment but has ideological, competitional 

and provincial elements as well. Because of these other, in financial sense, 

irrational aspects, the owners are not likely to view newspaper business as a pure 

business. Also the owners are usually large local advertisers, whose main interest 

might be to minimise their advertising costs, not to maximise their shares’ value. In 

this sense the owners might be willing to accept below normal return on 

investment.

4.3 The Finnish newspaper industry’s endgame 1990-1997

The number of newspapers in Finland has risen since the beginning of the industry. 

The aggregate circulation of Finnish newspapers has risen as well for the last 30 

years. In the beginning of 1990’s Finnish economy faced recession and the number 

of newspapers as well as the aggregate circulation turned to decline. There has 

been only one meaningful drop before in circulation (as well as in the number of 

newspapers) which happened during the Second World War. In Exhibit 4.1 the 

development of the number of newspaper can be seen. For the development of 

aggregate circulation no comparable data can be had because of different 

circulation accounting methods and circulation accounting bodies of different 

times.
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Exhibit 4.1: Number of newspaper published in Finland 1810-1996 

(Sanomalehtien Liitto, 1997)

The recent development of aggregate circulation can be seen from the Exhibit 4.2. 

The aggregate circulation topped in 1990 in 4 079 000 copies after which it turned 

to decline and dropped to 3 338 000 copies in 1995.
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Exhibit 4.2: Aggregate circulation 1988-1996 (Sanomalehtien Liitto 1997)
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In the following paragraphs the years of 1990-1997 are described in greater detail.

In 1990, there were first signs of forthcoming depression, which was to be very 

difficult for Finnish economy. 1989’s figures showed still growth and the industry 

was basically optimistic about the future. Aggregate annual turnover of the 

industry in 1989 was up 14%. A new evening paper called Ilta-Tampere was 

founded and town papers’ growth has slowed. Even though the economy was 

getting worse, it was still believed that this will not hurt the industry. At the end of 

the year advertisement volumes (amount of advertisement space sold in area) were 

decreasing. In a chauserie titled ’depression bacteria1 published in Suomen 

Lehdistö (12/90) it was warned that the depression might hurt the industry and that 

it should not be overly optimistic about its future.

In 1991, the industry still believed in the growth of circulation. Etelä-Saimaa, 

Kaijalainen and Iisalmen Sanomat have moved to their new buildings. It was 

suggested that circulation can in some cases be too large and thus some part of it 

unprofitable (Suomen Lehdistö 5-6/91). Kotkan Sanomat acquired Kymen 

Sanomat and changed its name to that of the acquired company. Aamulehti 

Group’s daily national paper’s, Uusi Suomi’s, economic situation became 

unbearable. Uusi Suomi dropped the number of publishing days in order to become 

a weekly paper. Some local papers reduced their number of publishing days. 

Evening papers were growing fast but Ilta-Tampere (now Iltatähti) exited the 

market. First eleven months advertisement volume was down 15% from last year’s 

period. Aggregate turnover of the year was down 8% and circulation of 4-7 days 

papers was down 4,0%.

At the beginning of the year 1992 it was believed that the last half of the year will 

be better. Ilkka acquired Vaasa Oy (Pohjalainen and Etelä-Pohjanmaa). Helsingin 

Sanomat opened its new satellite press in Forssa. In spite of the beliefs of the 

industry in the beginning of the year the circulation of 7-4 days papers went down 

2,4% and advertisement space of the industry down 8,7%.
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In 1993, new product ideas were developed like computer paper (viewed from 

computer screen) and fax newspaper, also voice newspaper was tested. Kainuun 

Sanomat, Savon Sanomat, Keskisuomalainen and Etelä-Saimaa joined their forces 

to produce supplement for youth to be published once a month in all participating 

papers. The number of town papers reduced from 1989’s 141 papers by 1993 to 

108 papers and the average circulation grew from 26.700 to 33.200.

At the beginning of the year 1994, it was not expected that the year would bring 

light to the industry although advertisement space sales were expected to turn up. 

True enough, Vaasan Sanomat and Kansan Ääni exited. Suomen Lehdistö (1/94) 

wrote that it would be worth to invest in electronic newspaper. First users were 

expected to be from ‘nintendo generation’. Advertise for free -papers were 

becoming rapidly major competitors for traditional newspapers in classified ads.

In 1995, Aamulehti opened Internet version of its Aamulehti and Iltalehti papers as 

did Turun Sanomat. Lehdistön Sanomapalvelu (LSP) exited news agency market. 

Aamulehti acquired Lapin Kansa and Valkeakosken Sanomat. Länsi-Suomi 

acquired Uusi-Rauma and Keskisuomen Lehtimedia with its main owner, 

Keskisuomalainen, acquired Savon Sanomat.

In 1996, the number of electronic versions of Finnish newspapers grew tenfold 

from that of last year. Kymen Lehtimedia (Kymen Sanomat) acquired Etelä- 

Saimaa. News photo agency Pressfoto went bankrupt and the newsphoto market 

was left to be dominated by Lehtikuva in monopoly.

In 1997, Helsingin Sanomat won the licence for fourth national TV-channel, 

Aamulehti made its countermove and announced merger with MTV3, the 

dominating commercial TV-channel. Aamulehti also opened the first national 

commercial radio station, Radio Nova. Sanomalehtien Uutistoimisto (SUT) 

announced that it would exit from news agency market strengthening Suomen 

Tietotoimistot (STT) position. Ilkka, Kaijalainen, Keskisuomalainen, Pohjalainen
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and Savon Sanomat joined forces to produce their Sunday pages from the 

beginning of 1998.

Janton tried to bring the successful concept of Swedish Metro, a free town paper 

available at subways, trains stations and other public transportation, to Helsinki. 

This paper, first called Alueuutiset-Metro, was delivered in underground stations 

and busses for free. Helsinki Sanomat made countermove to protect its lucrative 

dominance of Helsinki and won contract with Helsinki public transportation 

authority to produce its newsletter which Janton also competed for. Janton found a 

new paper called Uutislehti 100 with wider news coverage to replace its 

Alueuutiset-Metro.

Helsingin Sanomat announced new financial paper, Taloussanomat, to compete 

head to head to Aamulehti’s Kauppalehti which holds monopoly in financial 

newspapers. The Aamulehti-MTV media group was named Alma Media from the 

beginning of 1998. The forthcoming Alma Media acquired 23,4 % of Sweden’s 

leading commercial TV Channel, TV4.

In November, the CEO’s of the Sanoma Group and Aamulehti Group discussed in 

panel arranged by Sanomalehtien liitto about their further strategies. Sanoma 

wanted a national commercial radio station and Aamulehti wanted a license for 

their CityTV, local TV, concept.

Later that year Keskisuomen Lehtimedia still strengthened its power by acquiring 

Iisalmen Sanomat.

4.4 The main competitors

The following newspaper groups have been selected for closer inspection because 

of their strong position in Finnish newspaper market in 1997.
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4.4.1 Sanoma Osakeyhtiö

Sanoma’s flag ship is Helsingin Sanomat, which is the newspaper in the capital 

area and also the only national paper. Sanoma has evening paper Ilta=Sanomat and 

the only news photo agency Lehtikuva Oy. It has number of minority ownerships 

in newspapers in southern coast as well as in Keskisuomen Lehtimedia. Sanoma’s 

position in newspaper media is so strong that it has to be very careful in its moves 

as not to do anything that might trigger national discussion against its position. 

Sanoma is major owner in the fourth national TV-channel launched in 1997. In 

1997 it launched also Taloussanomat, the competitor to Aamulehti’s Kauppalehti. 

It is also investing to its new headquarters in central Helsinki. Sanoma’s main 

competitor is Aamulehti Group and its flagship’s main competitor is Janton. 

During the research period Sanoma spin off its magazine publishing arm as 

Helsinki Media. Both companies are mainly owned by the Erkko family.

4.4.2 Aamulehti

Aamulehti Group and MTV are merging from the beginning of 1998 to become 

Alma Media. Aamulehti is publicly owned and quoted in Helsinki Stock Exchange. 

Its largest owner to date is Swedish media group Marieberg which has some one 

quarter of the company.

Aamulehti group has morning newspapers in at least following major cities: 

Tampere, Pori, Rovaniemi, Varkaus, Kemi, and in number of smaller towns. It also 

has Iltalehti and Kauppalehti. Aamulehti has expanded its network of morning 

papers during the research period rapidly. From the previous list all cities except 

Tampere had been added during the period.

Aamulehti have Alprint, a large commercial printing operation. Aidata, a data 

services division have been sold out during 1997,
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4.4.3 Keskisuomalainen

Keskisuomalainen publishes number of newspapers in middle Finland. Its flagship 

is Keskisuomalainen published in Jyväskylä. In 1995 the company bought its rival 

competing of middle Finland dominance, Savon Sanomat, of Kuopio, using 

company called Keskisuomen Lehtimedia owned mainly by Keskisuomalainen, 

some newspapers have minority in the company, most notably Ilkka and Sanoma 

Group. In the end of 1997 Keskisuomen lehtimedia acquired Iisalmen Sanomat. 

Keskisuomalainen, together with most notably Ilkka form a loosely held group 

called middle Finland’s newspapers (Välisuomen lehdet or Keskisuomen lehdet).

4.4.4 Ilkka

Ilkka is medium sized newspaper group located in Seinäjoki. It has slowly 

acquired smaller competitors around its area. In 1992 it acquired its main 

competitor Vaasa Oy and its flagship Pohjalainen newspaper published in 

provincial capital, Vaasa. Ilkka has gained market share because of competent 

management and because its home town’s, Seinäjoki’s, positive development.

After Pohjalainen has been acquired, its circulation was rapidly decreased by 

almost one third by cutting away unprofitable customers. The acquisition has 

helped Ilkka to cut costly competition and to increase its profits as well as its 

turnover. The company has become one of the richest and most profitable 

newspapers accounting its size.

4.5 Reasons for decline of the newspaper industry

The newspaper industry in the Finland between 1990 and mid 1997 has changed 

remarkably. The process is still on the way and the outcome is not yet clearly seen. 

The industry has faced declining markets in both advertisement sales as well as in 

circulation or subscription income. The industry has blamed the economic decline 

of the beginning of 1990’s, with its effect on very high unemployment and low 

consumer spending. This cannot be the only reason, as in previous depressions, the
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circulation figures has not declined. It should be noted that the advertising income 

of the newspapers have turned up and the decline in subscriptions has stopped at 

the end of 1997. Whether this is only temporary or a permanent turn remains to be 

seen.

TV news coverage has increased in volume and in quality after the MTV3 

television channel begun its evening news program in late 80’s. This has affected 

also YLE, the government television monopoly, who was forced to increase its 

evening news program’s quality tremendously to answer the competitor. Both 

companies have also began morning TV programs with news coverage. These 

programs air at the same time normally used for newspaper reading. Increased 

working hours among those who were able to keep their jobs during the economic 

decline, have forced these people to decline time usage during the morning, which 

has led to declining demand for newspaper and increasing demand for evening 

papers and TV News. TV has also increased its share of advertisement market with 

new products for advertisers like possibility to air advertisement only on certain 

region or target it to certain group by using the increased number of TV programs 

targeted to smaller focused audience.

Relatedly, newspapers’ journalistic quality has declined during the period for 

number of reasons. The declining income has led to layoffs and declined usage of 

outside suppliers as well as declined expenditure on news event coverage. The 

reader sees this in declining number of news coverage done by the paper itself and 

increased percentage of news straight from the STT news wire, declining news 

coverage by the paper of events or happenings requiring travelling. As newspapers 

have closed down their bureaux in nearby cities or in Helsinki also the coverage of 

events in these places has declined. Newspapers’ quality has also declined because 

of the focus on organisational efficiency with investments in enabling information 

technology. The efforts has gone to learning to use the new systems. At the same 

time the number of spelling mistakes, missing words and other errors has 

deteriorated the high quality image of newspapers.
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Organisational efficiency is not a strategy (HBR, Porter 1996). The newspapers 

have in most cases forgotten strategy and concentrated on increasing their 

organisational efficiency which led to increased profitability and declined break

even point. But this has also deteriorated newspapers ability to compete with other 

media leading to still declining demand and thus requiring further efficiency 

improvements.

New technology in reporting and production processes has enabled that these 

duties have been integrated to journalists duties. The article is not “quality 

checked” in type setting or photos in reproduction. Most newspapers have not 

recruited new young journalists at all or have done it well below normal levels. The 

educational level and world view of journalists have become outdated. Economic 

and business issues have increased meaning over political issues.

My conclusion is that the concept of morning newspaper as we know it today has 

become a declining concept. The reasons can be found on the other hand from the 

industry’s outdated competencies, i.e. printing and delivery competencies and on 

the other hand from the customers changed behaviour. The competition for the 

readers time has also increased. The most important competence of the newspaper 

industry, the journalistic, or editorial competence is not declining, its value is 

actually increasing as the amount of information and thus the need for well edited 

information has increased. Some newspapers have understood this, but in general 

the industry has not understood its importance, the industry is still stuck to the idea 

of paper based media.

4.6 New concept(s): same industry, new media

The new concept is broadly coming from the new media industry’s direction. The 

new concept will have features of both TV and Internet. What will be the dominant 

concept is still highly unclear. It is also unclear whether there will be different 

market for TV-type media and newspaper-type Internet media, at the moment this 

seems to be the case.
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In all, TV-broadcasters, newspaper publishers, magazine publishers and book 

publishers are moving towards this market called new media industry. This 

industry has also number of new content providers coming from different 

industries. Even though this industry is seen as a very lucrative market indeed it is 

still at 1997 unclear how long it will take to make profits in New Media industry 

with media products. Currently the profits are made making company web sites.

4.7 Strategies chosen by Finnish Newspapers during 1990-1997

Newspapers have chosen different strategies during the research period. In the 

following the newspaper companies are clustered into four strategy groups 

introduced in Chapter 2 using two dimensions: favourability of the end-game 

environment and potential of making to the next concept with close focus on 

competencies..

4.7.1 The Exit

During the research period of 7 years great number of newspapers companies have 

exited the market. Exits include number of papers sold to the remaining ones and 

the ones which have ceased to exist. The first group include for example, Lapin 

Kansa, Satakunnan Kansa, Savon Sanomat, Iisalmen Sanomat, Riihimäen 

Sanomat, Valkeakosken Sanomat, Uusi Rauma. The ones exited altogether include 

for example Uusi Suomi, Kansan Ääni, Ylä-Vuoksi, Ilta-Tampere and Vaasan 

Sanomat. In most cases the company has been sold to province’s number one 

paper, in some cases the paper have ceased to exist. In the larger exits in which 

one of province’s leading paper have been sold, usually also number of smaller 

newspapers owned by the sold paper have moved to the new owner.
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4.7.2 The Endgame

There are still great number of independent newspapers in Finland. These include 

for example Kainuun Sanomat, Turun Sanomat or Hämeen Sanomat. It should be 

expected that some of these newspapers will be sold in the near future.

Ilkka and Keskisuomalainen groups have played the endgame using Porter’s and 

Harrigan’s leadership strategies. Both groups have expanded their dominance by 

acquiring neighbouring papers and thus reducing competition. In the process their 

profitability has risen because some journalistic expenditure can be divided by 

larger subscriber base.

Many smaller groups have been formed that have not been mentioned in this study, 

because most of the titles are town papers; especially Janton and Keskiuusimaa has 

been active in this field.

4.7.3 Combined endgame and new game

Both two of the leading groups, Sanomat and Aamulehti Group (Alma Media), has 

chosen this strategic option. Their industry foresight is media department store 

(media tavaratalo) for which both Aamulehti and Sanoma are competing for. The 

reasoning seems to be, that acquired news and news material like photos, video, 

voice and text could easily be edited and used in different media thus packaging the 

product for different markets. This is itself a diversification strategy, newspapers 

providing cash flow for experimenting.

The endgame is played by Sanomat nurturing their excellent position in the capital 

area and as the national paper, Aamulehti on the other hand expanding using 

Porter’s and Harrigan’s leadership strategy into a national newspaper chain. Both 

of the groups have divested into television, Aamulehti merging with MTV3 TV- 

channel and Sanomat by establishing their own channel, TV4. Aamulehti has also 

divested into national radio.
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It seems that both Aamulehti and Sanomat have made the conclusion that the new 

concept(s) will be found somewhere between television and newspaper. Possible 

concepts are some form of interactive television, a digital television with possibly 

hundreds of channels, Internet-based concept where the media is experienced 

through a TV set (a WebTV-concept) or pure view with computer Internet media. 

Both companies seems to agree that in financial news the future is much nearer. 

Both are developing a financial newspaper/Intemet-based news service combo. 

This includes more or less the financial newspaper as we currently understand it 

but combined with Internet-based service where for example up-to-date news and 

stock prices can be seen.

4.7.4 The new game

At the moment there are no former newspaper companies that have chosen the 

new game strategy. The problem might have been the limited profit possibility of 

the possible new concepts in the short run.

The so called new media industry, which consist of companies producing content 

for new media like Internet and CD-ROM has been viewed as a long term 

investment. In the market, the profits are made in making companies’ web sites, 

this can be seen as a new concept derivated from the advertisement agency 

industry. CD-ROM market has on the other hand been derivated from the book 

publishing market.

The new Internet media, like duuni.net (net communities with news content 

targeted to office workers) are financed mostly by advertisement income. The 

volume of the advertisements in Internet at the end of 1997 is not yet enough to 

finance new media products.
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4.8 Summary

The concept life cycle model seems to suit to real life cases. The concept of 

newspaper is declining as the medium of morning news. New concepts, using 

technological benefits like interactivity or economics of free (or almost free) 

distribution and taking account readers (or users) changed behaviour are 

challenging the concept of newspaper.

As we have made clear, when analysing companies inside one industry, we could 

have assumed that the endgame environment is the same to all companies. But we 

have shown that each player in the market has an individual competitive position. 

The endgame environment is seen differently from different positions. This is 

especially true in Finnish newspaper industry where most newspapers compete in 

their local market. Thus the endgame environment in the Finnish newspaper 

industry varies by location.

The potential of making to the next concept is highly dependent of whether 

company’s competencies are suitable to those needed in the next concept. In the 

case of Finnish newspaper industry the next concept will be found from those of 

the new media. In the new media industry - that is, for example, Internet media, 

CD-ROM, interactive television- the content is the king (Interview with A4 

Media, Markus Leikola, 2.12.1997), not the “monopoly “ to provide news to local 

subscribers as this monopoly will deteriorate with new entrants. The delivery costs 

of the new media are in most cases close to zero. This will bring number of 

independent media to market like city administrations and organisations which will 

be able to provide information directly to inhabitants. Newspaper or newspaper 

like concept cannot anymore get virtual monopoly of information in the area if this 

does not happen by customers will. And this position will be likely to deteriorate 

rapidly if the media lets its quality drop, this is not the case in newspaper industry 

where economic entry barriers are high. Thus, the main focus in the new media 

concept should be on journalistic competencies. The critical competencies include
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news gathering, i.e. connections to possible sources, analytical reporting, i.e. 

reporters with the right education in order to understand the phenomenon they are 

reporting, editing the material to various media, the forms which are still somewhat 

unknown and under development.

For morning newspapers this has not been the focus, but the focus have been in the 

“from text/photos to printed paper” process. Those newspapers who have failed to 

value and service their journalistic competencies have been forced to exit. These 

newspapers have cut down expenditure on stringers, photogathering, travel 

expenditures of journalists and in some cases the number of journalists. This have 

been done in such an extend that it has affected the quality of their papers. The 

newspaper groups under study have also been forced to monitor their journalistic 

expenditure, but this has been done so that this has not been visible to the 

subscriber.

The model of two dimensions: the endgame environment and the transferability of 

competencies to new concept seems to work even though the case used to this 

research is not an optimal one for testing the model as the result of the concept 

shift is still unseen. But the model seems to provide a good tool for analysing 

firm’s behaviour in the industry under concept shift.

New concepts, in order to be in the same industry in large, should fulfill the same 

basic need as the original concept. The new media concepts as well as the 

approach chosen by the leading media publishers in Finland are competing for the 

next new dominant concept or concepts of news media. At the moment it is 

unclear whether any of the currently competing concepts will win or whether there 

will be still more new concepts competing for the dominance.

In an endgame, the company should not concentrate only on efficiency as was the 

case with most newspaper companies. Production methods are in most cases 

industry and process specific and these specific competencies can not be seen
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valuable outside the industry or in the next concept. Strategy is thus especially 

important in declining markets.

As was seen by analysing the industry, even though an industry usually has some 

common core competencies, firms’ ability to maintain and nurture core 

competencies differs. Large newspapers have been able to nurture the 

competencies of news gathering and multimedia editing. Is this because of their 

size or because of their profitability, I don’t think so. As Hamel & Prahalad (1994) 

points out, the core competencies are not built only by resources but mostly by will 

and to support industry foresight. Janton, which mostly publishes free town papers 

have shown this, not on the new media market, but on slowly and carefully 

building threat to Helsingin Sanomat by small town papers and innovative new 

concepts like City-lehti or Uutislehti 100.

The industry foresight is important turning point in the concept shift process. As 

the industry starts to see the same future, the uncertainty of newly declining 

industry starts to move away. This is followed by the phase when firms are much 

easier to cluster into those who have what it takes to move towards the future and 

to those who have not the required competencies.

Endgame environment seems also be important factor. In the Finnish newspaper 

industry near history of the paper has been influential. Most major newspaper firms 

which were sold where attacked during the late 1980’s by hostile takeover 

attempts. Defended newspapers were left financially in weak condition leading 

ultimately to the sale of the company. The area of the newspaper have also affected 

to the survival of the paper. In general the papers in areas of cultural happenings, 

universities and active business community seems to survive better than the ones in 

the cities with few large industrial employers.
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5. Conclusions

In the beginning we quoted Charles Handy which gave us the purpose of a firm - 

in my own words - as the need to live and make things better by making profit. 

Thus, by comparing this to Maslow’s much quoted need hierarchy it could be said 

that the highest need of a firm is the need of organisational self actualisation. In 

order to concentrate on this the firm as an organisation has to have security need 

fulfilled, i.e. it has to make profit.

We stated that an industry is a series of industry concepts where industry is 

external definition of which firms are in the industry. Industry concept on the other 

hand is internal definition explaining why these firms are at that moment in the 

industry. We also stated that it is important to understand when an industry is in 

decline and when it is actually the concept that is declining. In the case of declining 

concept a new concept could be found and we explored how this shift to a new 

concept happen.

Then we explored what has been written about the subject of this study. We 

studied endgame strategies, core competencies and cash-flows and came to a 

conclusion that for a firm in a declining industry the strategic options would be 

found by analysing the situation using two broad dimensions: favourability of the 

endgame from the firm’s point of view and the transferability of its competencies 

to a new concept. We then introduced a simplified model of four strategic options 

based on this two dimensional analysis. The strategic options were exit altogether, 

play the endgame further, combine endgame and new game and finally move to the 

new game immediately.

We then explored this model in the case of Finnish newspaper industry from 1990- 

1997. As the industry was still under the process of concept shift and the new 

concept was not clearly seen by the industry we chose to study it by emphasising 

on the material managers of the industry have had during the research period and 

how the industry have seen the situation during the period.
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The Finnish newspaper industry has decreased during the research period by over 

15% by aggregate circulation figures and concentrated considerably. The industry 

is fast concentrating to the hands of two major groups: Sanoma and Alma Media. 

Smaller groups like Keskisuomen Lehtimedia are also expanding. It should be 

expected that after couple of years the number of newspapers in Finland will not be 

much smaller, but the number of newspaper groups publishing those newspapers 

are few, two larger and couple of smaller groups. It should also be expected that 

the number of newspaper titles will began its decline as soon as the ownership 

stabilise to these groups.

This is the endgame of the Finnish newspaper industry. High number of firms have 

exited the market, some have chosen to stay and play the endgame. Some believe 

that there will be a new concept, these include the two largest groups, Sanomat 

and Alma-Media. No newspaper publisher have chosen the new game strategy, 

although this strategy is chosen by number of firms from different industries 

entering the new concept. The new concept of the industry is not yet clearly seen 

although it should be expected to be a concept from the new media industry, the 

term, which refers to all experiments outside those of traditional electronic or 

paper media.

The value of the industry concept thinking is in the idea that an industry life cycle 

is not destiny, but it is a series of industry concepts. This means that a firm which 

think it is in a declining industry should ask whether the industry is declining 

altogether or whether the concept has lost its competence and is declining but with 

a new concept the industry could still proceed and prosper.

The model of the four strategies for decline provides a simplified model, which 

seems to explain why certain firms have chosen different strategies from other 

firms in the Finnish newspaper industry. Even though there seems to be no firms, 

which have chosen the new game strategy, the strategy seems to be chosen by new
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entrants entering the new media industry from elsewhere and the strategy has also 

been used in other industries in similar situations so it could not be left out.

The value of both the industry concept thinking and the model of the four 

strategies for decline are to extend our thinking of declining industries. The results 

are merely few ideas and thus there are lot of aspects to study further. As it takes 

time of years or even decades to build new core competencies an competence 

building strategy thinking should be studied further, this is important especially in 

the case of a declining industry concept. Also the mechanisms for recognising 

important competencies in advance in order to acquire and nurture the 

competencies needed for a new concept will need further research.

In most declining industries at the moment there are the normal behaviour of 

decline, like declining number of competing firms and exits from the market. But 

there is also behaviour like acquiring companies outside the industry which does 

not at the first sight seem to provide any benefit to the acquirer other than 

diversification. Using the model introduced, I have begun understand these moves 

as an experimenting with new concepts and competence building. I also understand 

these experiments as a vital part of firms’ long term survival. In this aspect the 

model of four strategic options has provided me a tool to understand declining 

industries and to model them as an manager working with nonperfect information.
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6. Appendix A: Different types of newspapers

However, the life cycle of the newspaper industry is not declining for all 

companies. It has not been sufficiently taken into consideration that newspapers 

are different.

In Finland the following terms are used to categorise newspapers. (Suomen 

lehdistön historia, Part 3, 1988).

6.1 National paper (in Finnish: valtakunnallinen lehti)

Over half of the circulation is distributed outside its home town, distribution has to 

be spread evenly over the nation and its contents has to be of national interest.

6.2 Provincial paper (Maakuntalehti)

Provincial paper is distributed over the whole province.

6.3 Regional paper (aluelehti)

Regional paper is distributed to smaller area than province.

6.4 Primary paper (Ykköslehti)

Primary paper is by its circulation and coverage clearly larger than other papers in 

published in the same area.

6.5 Secondary paper (Kakkoslehti)

Secondary paper is smaller in all respects than the primary.

6.6 Local paper (Paikallislehti)

Local paper is distributed inside one or several communal areas or in only part of a 

communal area.
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6.7 Free town paper (Ilmaisjakelulehti)

These papers do not fit in to the definition of newspaper because they are not 

subscript but are delivered to all homes for free. It is also impossible to buy a copy 

although the paper can usually be picked up from local supermarkets for free. 

However as free town papers are sometimes direct competitors to local papers 

they are included. They are also the area where some new innovation has emerged.

6.8 Special paper (Erikolssanomalehtl)

A special paper is newspaper -type paper but limited on its interest areas. 

Kauppalehti (a financial paper), Kotimaa (a religious paper), Maaseudun 

tulevaisuus (a paper for farmers) are special papers.

6.9 Evening paper (lltapälvälehtl)

A modern evening paper is mostly sold per copy and go out in the afternoon. 

Nowadays most evening papers have slipped to earlier and earlier and go out in the 

morning. They are still printed later than morning papers which are printed during 

night.

Newspapers are usually also categorised by if they represent a political party, are 

they party’s primary or secondary papers and if they do not represent any party. 

The trend have been away from representing a party. Most papers have 

represented some party but have recently turned neutral.
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